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Abstract: Traditional coal mine reclamation in the southwest includes rolling
hills with 7:1 side slopes incised with large drains generally located along ramps
to each pit. This approach leaves much to be desired in creating a natural postmining landscape and creates maintenance issues prolonging the release of
reclaimed lands. The El Segundo Mine is cultivating a geomorphic method to
contemporaneous reclamation. The method includes using volumetric cut and fill
balance, traditionally used in mine reclamation to create the final post mining
topography, to develop a base set of contours. Once this set of contours is
completed and the drains checked for capacity of the entire watershed, the side
slopes can be divided into small Geofluv boundaries or sub-watersheds to be
designed using Natural Regrade on Carlson or other similar methods. Each small
area must meet the criteria for reclamation set in the mine permit including
drainage density. Each area must be cut and fill balanced to ensure there is
enough material to build the design effectively. When all the areas are designed
they can be combined on one map depicting all of the geomorphic contours
blended into the original post-mining topography contours. Implementing the
designs takes skill and extensive planning. In order to make this as
contemporaneous as possible the designs are scheduled to be put in when the
mining operation is in that particular pit or in the pit closest to an area. Allowing
for short hauls and ease of access for idle equipment to continue finish work. The
detail of these designs can create some issues with timing contemporaneous
reclamation. As each designed area is implemented it can leave a stable landform
requiring little post reclamation maintenance. Fast paced surface mining can
produce a stable, natural looking landform contemporaneously through careful
design and planning throughout the mine life.
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